Introduction
============

In PR China, 4,291,600 incidents of and 2,814,200 deaths from cancer were estimated in 2015. Lung cancer was the leading cancer of morbidity (733,300) and mortality (610,200). Compared with urban patients, rural patients with lung cancer with high smoking prevalence and low income have a higher incident rate and a poorer 5-year survival rate.[@b1-dddt-13-405] Although platinum-based chemotherapy and tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) improve the overall survival of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), these therapeutic options bring huge financial and mental burden to these patients. Therefore, developing simple and cheap agents is necessary.

As a class of frequently prescribed drugs worldwide, statins are widely used to reduce cholesterolemia and manage cardiocerebrovascular diseases because of their cost-effectiveness and safety.[@b2-dddt-13-405],[@b3-dddt-13-405] Long-term statin use has effectively decreased the disease-specific mortality and all-cause mortality of cardio-cerebrovascular diseases. Recently, the potential anticancer effects of statins have attracted increasing attention. In in vitro lung cancer cells, statins induced apoptosis,[@b4-dddt-13-405] reduced metastasis,[@b5-dddt-13-405] and inhibited angiogenesis and tumor growth.[@b6-dddt-13-405],[@b7-dddt-13-405] Furthermore, statins overcame platinum and TKIs resistance in lung cancer cells and in patients.[@b8-dddt-13-405]--[@b10-dddt-13-405] These results supported that statins can be applied to treat lung cancer alone and in combination with chemotherapy and TKIs.

In the past decade, many studies and meta-analyses investigated the relationship of statins to the mortality and survival of several types of patients with cancer, including lung cancer,[@b11-dddt-13-405]--[@b13-dddt-13-405] breast cancer,[@b14-dddt-13-405] skin cancer,[@b15-dddt-13-405] renal cell carcinoma,[@b16-dddt-13-405] and colorectal cancer.[@b17-dddt-13-405] However, their results were controversial. Meta-analyses demonstrated that statin use is associated with the reduced mortality and prolonged survival of patients with breast cancer,[@b14-dddt-13-405] renal cell carcinoma[@b16-dddt-13-405] and colorectal cancer,[@b17-dddt-13-405] but had no impact on skin cancer.[@b15-dddt-13-405] However, no meta-analysis was performed to assess the therapeutic effect of statins on the mortality and survival of patients with lung cancer. Existing studies on the relationship between statins and lung cancer harbored inconsistent results.[@b11-dddt-13-405]--[@b13-dddt-13-405] As the currently largest cohort study, a Danish study revealed that prediagnosis statin use (HR=0.87, 95% CI: 0.83--0.92) reduced cancer-specific mortality.[@b11-dddt-13-405] Another large-scale cohort study, which also reported protective effects of postdiagnosis statin use (HR=0.88, 95% CI: 0.83--0.93), observed similar results in patients who received prediagnosis statins.[@b12-dddt-13-405] However, a large randomized controlled trial (RCT) demonstrated that statin use did not significantly improve the progression-free survival and overall survival of patients with lung cancer.[@b13-dddt-13-405] Thus, this meta-analysis summarized all eligible papers to evaluate the relationship among statins, lung cancer mortality, and survival. Subgroup analyses were performed to clarify the relationship further, and the overall response rate and safety of statin use were assessed.

Materials and methods
=====================

Data sources and search strategies
----------------------------------

Eligible papers until July 2017 were searched by using PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane. We performed this search using the following keywords: "statin or statins or hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme reductase inhibitor or HMG CoA reductase inhibitors", "lung cancer or lung carcinoma", and "mortality or survival". The search was limited to English language articles. All reference lists of all articles and available reviews were screened manually to identify further other potential studies. Two independent investigators (Zhi-Gang Hu and Dao-Kui Xia) reviewed all available studies, and any differences were resolved with counsel. When two or more articles had probable overlap, we included the article with the larger number of patients.

Inclusion criteria
------------------

The following inclusion criteria were used to evaluate whether the study was included in this meta-analysis: 1) the study evaluated the effect of statin use in prediagnosis or postdiagnosis of lung cancer; 2) the study reported mortality or survival from lung cancer; 3) the study reported the hazard risk (HR) estimates of mortality and survival or had information to calculate them.

Data extraction
---------------

Two independent investigators (Zhi-Gang Hu and Dao-Kui Xia) extracted the data of all relevant studies. The extracted data included the following information: author, year of publication, country, follow-up time, study design, no of patients, cancer type, timing of statin use, treatment for lung cancer, outcome, confounding factors for matching or adjustments. If a relevant study reported many HRs of the relationship for the same result, the adjusted HR or multivariate HR was used. In situations when only crude HR was given, the unadjusted HR was retrieved. If one study reported the HR of different study designs, the HR of each study design was extracted. Primary end points were mortality (all-cause mortality and cancer-specific mortality) and survival (progression-free survival and overall survival) of lung cancer patients with statin use. Secondary end points were overall response rate and safety.

Patient and public involvement
------------------------------

Because all data were derived from published documents, no patients were involved in the development of the research question, outcome measures, and study design. Also, there were no patients involved in the recruitment to and conduct of the study. The authors had no plans to disseminate the results to participants of this study.

Study quality assessment
------------------------

For cohort and case-control studies, the authors evaluated the methodological quality of all relevant studies using the Newcastle--Ottawa scale.[@b18-dddt-13-405] Every paper was assessed based on three items, which included selection, comparability, and exposure (or outcome). The authors considered the included studies with seven stars or more as high quality. For RCTs, the Cochrane risk of bias tool was used to evaluate methodological quality.[@b19-dddt-13-405] Zhi-Gang Hu and Wen-Xin Li, respectively, performed study quality assessment. Any discrepancy was solved with consensus involving a third investigator (Fan-Jun Zeng).

Statistical methods
-------------------

The pooled HR and 95% CIs were used to evaluate the value of statin use in the mortality and survival of lung cancer. Overall response rate was assessed by pooled OR estimates and corresponding 95% CI. In our study, some analyses possibly harbor significant heterogeneity. Thus, the pooled estimates were obtained from the random-effects model where the restricted maximum likelihood estimator was available to assess inter-study heterogeneity.[@b20-dddt-13-405],[@b21-dddt-13-405] The Cochrane *Q* and *I*^2^ statistics were applied to evaluate between-study heterogeneity. *P*\<0.10 for *Q* test and *I*^2^ \>50% indicated significant heterogeneity. The source of significant heterogeneity was analyzed through subgroup analysis. Study design influenced the credibility of the results. Therefore, we performed a subgroup analysis based on study design to evaluate the impact of statin use on lung cancer, as the two major types of lung cancer, small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and NSCLC, possess different gene mutations and treatment options, with different overall survival rate. This meta-analysis was aimed to assess the efficacy of statin use for lung cancer based on different cancer type and combined treatment options. Some studies evaluated whether timing of statin use influences its effect on the mortality of lung cancer patients. Subgroup analysis based on timing of statin use was available to guide the selection of timing of statin use in treating lung cancer. Survival benefit of statin use in treating lung cancer was supposed to be attributed to reduced mortality due to the mortality of comorbidity of these patients. This study also evaluated whether comorbidity affects the effect of statin use on the mortality and survival of lung cancer patients, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary artery disease, and stroke. Funnel plot asymmetry reflected potential published bias. The potential published bias was evaluated through Begg's and Egger's regression tests. When the authors found publication bias, the potential influence of this bias was assessed by using the trim-and-fill method. All statistical analyses were carried out by using Stata version 10.0.

Results
=======

Identification of eligible studies
----------------------------------

The flow diagram for study selection is showed in [Figure 1](#f1-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}. The initial search yielded 881 records from PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science, and the Cochrane library. After removing duplicate studies, we reviewed the title/abstract of 878 studies and excluded 851 studies. Subsequently, 27 potential studies were selected for the full-text review with 10 studies excluded. Finally, a total of 17 studies[@b11-dddt-13-405]--[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] were included in the meta-analysis, with 14 observational studies[@b11-dddt-13-405],[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405]--[@b26-dddt-13-405],[@b28-dddt-13-405]--[@b31-dddt-13-405],[@b33-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] and 3 RCTs.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405]

Characteristics of the studies
------------------------------

Seventeen papers involving 98,445 patients were included in the meta-analysis.[@b11-dddt-13-405]--[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] The detailed characteristics and clinical outcomes of relevant studies are summarized in [Tables 1](#t1-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"} and [2](#t2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}. There were eleven cohort studies,[@b11-dddt-13-405],[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405]--[@b24-dddt-13-405],[@b28-dddt-13-405]--[@b30-dddt-13-405],[@b33-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] three case-control studies,[@b25-dddt-13-405],[@b26-dddt-13-405],[@b31-dddt-13-405] and three RCTs.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] Four studies simultaneously reported the outcomes of cohort study and case-control studies.[@b11-dddt-13-405],[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405],[@b23-dddt-13-405] Two studies evaluated the relationship between prediagnosis statins and mortality of patients with lung cancer.[@b11-dddt-13-405],[@b25-dddt-13-405] One paper contained data on both prediagnosis and postdiagnosis statins.[@b12-dddt-13-405] Other 14 studies reported outcomes of postdiagnosis statin use.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405]--[@b24-dddt-13-405],[@b26-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] Of the 17 included studies, 8 studies were conducted in America,[@b24-dddt-13-405],[@b26-dddt-13-405],[@b28-dddt-13-405],[@b29-dddt-13-405],[@b31-dddt-13-405],[@b33-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] 5 in Asia,[@b22-dddt-13-405],[@b23-dddt-13-405],[@b25-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] and the remaining 4 in Europe.[@b11-dddt-13-405]--[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b30-dddt-13-405] Twelve studies clearly reported on cancer types, including 10 studies of NSCLC[@b22-dddt-13-405],[@b23-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b28-dddt-13-405],[@b30-dddt-13-405]--[@b35-dddt-13-405] and 2 studies of SCLC.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b24-dddt-13-405] The methodological quality of the observational studies (n=14) and RCTs (n=3) was assessed using the Newcastle--Ottawa scale and the Cochrane risk of bias tool, respectively ([Table S1](#SD4-dddt-13-405){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S1](#SD1-dddt-13-405){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Mortality
---------

### All-cause mortality

Seven HR estimates of lung cancer all-cause mortality were found, involving 44,247 patients ([Figure 2A](#f2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}).[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405],[@b25-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b33-dddt-13-405] The pooled (HR =0.77, 95% CI: 0.65--0.93) suggested that statins were related to the reduction of all-cause mortality in lung cancer ([Table 3](#t3-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}). In the subgroup analysis by study design, a significant reduction in all-cause mortality was found in cohort studies (HR =0.77, 95% CI: 0.59--0.99), but not in case-control studies (HR =0.75, 95% CI: 0.50--1.10) and RCTs (HR =1.03, 95% CI: 0.58--1.81). Both prediagnosis (HR =0.90, 95% CI: 0.97--0.93) and postdiagnosis (HR =0.71, 95% CI: 0.59--0.85) statin use were associated with the reduction of all-cause mortality. We also performed some other subgroup analyses, including NSCLC (HR =0.62, 95% CI: 0.56--0.69), combined TKIs therapy (HR =0.60, 95% CI: 0.55--0.66), and combined chemotherapy (HR =0.63, 95% CI: 0.57--0.71). In addition, we assessed whether comorbidity affected the effect of statin use for all-cause mortality. These comorbidities comprised chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary artery disease, and stroke. Similar HR estimates were found in lung cancer patients with comorbidi-ties and without comorbidities ([Figure S2](#SD2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

There was a high heterogeneity in all-cause mortality (*I*^2^=96.8%, *P*\<0.001). By heterogeneity test and subgroup analysis, one study was deemed to be the main heterogeneity source.[@b22-dddt-13-405] When we removed this study, heterogeneity (*I*^2^=0%, *P*=0.53) decreased with pooled (HR =0.90, 95% CI: 0.87--0.93). In the subgroup analyses without this study, all the above results were not substantially changed with low heterogeneity (data not shown).

### Cancer-specific mortality

Six HR estimates of cancer-specific mortality for patients with lung cancer were found, involving 74,034 patients ([Figure 2B](#f2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}).[@b11-dddt-13-405],[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b29-dddt-13-405] Significant relationship was found between statins and cancer-specific mortality (HR =0.89, 95% CI: 0.84--0.94) with high heterogeneity (*I*^2^=63.6%, *P*\<0.001; [Table 4](#t4-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}). When stratified by study design, we observed a significant reduction of cancer-specific mortality in cohort studies (HR =0.91, 95% CI: 0.84--0.99) and case-control studies (HR =0.85, 95% CI: 0.78--0.93). In addition, the risk of cancer-specific mortality significantly decreased in prediagnosis (HR =0.71, 95% CI: 0.59--0.85) and postdiagnosis (HR =0.90, 95% CI: 0.87--0.93) statin use.

One study was considered as the main heterogeneity source through heterogeneity test and subgroup analysis, which reported the only negative result of cancer-specific mortality.[@b29-dddt-13-405] When we dropped this study, a decreased risk of cancer-specific mortality (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.84--0.89) was observed with low heterogeneity (*I*^2^=0%, *P*=0.49). In the subgroup analyses without this study, all the above results were not substantially changed with low heterogeneity (data not shown).

Survival
--------

### Progression-free survival

Six HR estimates of progression-free survival were found, involving 2,389 patients ([Figure 2C](#f2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}).[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b30-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405],[@b34-dddt-13-405],[@b35-dddt-13-405] There was no apparent relationship between statins and progression-free survival with low heterogeneity (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.81--0.91, *I*[@b2-dddt-13-405]=39.9%, *P*=0.14). In three subgroup analyses, all results indicated that statin use showed no significant impact on progression-free survival ([Table 5](#t5-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}).

### Overall survival

Twelve HR estimates of lung cancer overall survival were found, involving 20,712 patients ([Figure 2D](#f2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}).[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b23-dddt-13-405],[@b24-dddt-13-405],[@b26-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b30-dddt-13-405]--[@b32-dddt-13-405],[@b34-dddt-13-405],[@b35-dddt-13-405] When the relationship of statins on overall survival was analyzed, pooled HR (0.82, 95% CI: 0.76--0.88) indicated an incremental overall survival of lung cancer with moderate heterogeneity (*I*^2^=57%, *P*=0.007; [Table 6](#t6-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}). After stratification by study design, a significantly beneficial effect of overall survival was found in cohort studies (HR =0.79, 95% CI: 0.73--0.86) and case-control studies (HR =0.78, 95% CI: 0.74--0.83) but not in RCTs (HR =1.0, 95% CI: 0.87--1.14). In the subgroup analysis by cancer type, statins were related to the increased overall survival in NSCLC (HR =0.78, 95% CI: 0.75--0.80), but not in SCLC (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.91--1.16). In addition, combined chemotherapy (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.81--0.91) and TKIs therapy (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.76--0.98) enhanced the overall survival of patients with lung cancer.

By heterogeneity test and subgroup analysis, one study was considered as the main heterogeneity source with a negative result of overall survival.[@b13-dddt-13-405] When we removed this study, a significant benefit of overall survival (HR =0.79, 95% CI: 0.75--0.83) was found with low heterogeneity (*I*^2^=22.3%, *P*=0.22). In the subgroup analyses without this study, all the results above were not apparently changed with low heterogeneity (data not shown).

Overall response rate and safety
--------------------------------

Three RCTs and one cohort study provided overall response rate, involving 1,127 patients.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b30-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] Three studies of NSCLC with combined TKIs therapy and one study of SCLC with combined chemotherapy were found. Statin use did not show significant benefit of overall response rate with absent heterogeneity (OR =1.08, 95% CI: 0.83--1.39, *I*^2^=0%, *P*=0.48). When stratified by cancer type and combined therapy, the patients who took statins did not obtain better overall response rate than the patients without statins ([Figure S3](#SD3-dddt-13-405){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Three RCTs evaluated the safety of statin use.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] Myalgia and myositis were the main toxicities of statins. Myalgia and myositis of any grade (18% vs 18.8%) and grade 3 or above (0.7% vs 1.0%) were similar between the study and control groups.[@b13-dddt-13-405] Also, statin use did not increase the adverse events of chemotherapy and TKIs therapy. In the study of statins combined with chemotherapy, almost all grade 3--5 adverse events (81.2% vs 81.4%, *P*=0.94) were similar between the pravastatin and placebo arms.[@b13-dddt-13-405] In two studies of statins combined with TKIs, the incidence of grade 3 or above skin rash was low and similar (3/88 vs 2/86) between the statins and placebo groups.[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405]

Publication bias
----------------

The results of Egger's tests (*P*\>0.1) and Begg's tests (*P*\>0.1) showed that publication bias was absent in all analyses of all-cause mortality, overall survival, and progression-free survival ([Figure 3](#f3-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}). For cancer-specific mortality, slight publication bias was found in the analysis using Egger's tests (*P*=0.082) and Begg's tests (*P*=0.035; [Figure 3](#f3-dddt-13-405){ref-type="fig"}). After a correction for possible publication bias through the trim-and-fill method, cancer-specific mortality (HR =0.86, 95% CI: 0.81--0.92) remained to significantly benefit from statin use.

Discussion
==========

Our study not only investigated the relationship between statins and lung cancer mortality and survival but also assessed the overall response rate and safety of statins. The summary results involving 98,445 lung cancer patients suggested that statin use was associated with the benefit of all-cause mortality, cancer-specific mortality, and overall survival. However, statin use did not affect the progression-free survival of patients with lung cancer. Although these results had significant heterogeneity, the effect of statin use was not materially altered when the main heterogeneity source was removed. Meanwhile, we performed some subgroup analyses to identify sources of these significant heterogeneity, including prediagnosis vs postdiagnosis use, NSCLC vs SCLC, and TKIs vs chemotherapy. Both prediagnosis and postdiagnosis statin use decreased the risk of all-cause mortality and cancer-specific mortality and increased overall survival, but exerted no impact on progression-free survival. Statin use seemingly increased the benefit of chemotherapy and TKIs therapy on overall survival and did not enhance their toxicities. Our study also indicated that the beneficial effect of statin use in terms of overall survival was seen mainly in NSCLC patients but not in SCLC patients. Statins in treating lung cancer had no significant impact on the progression-free survival, whether in NSCLC patients or in SCLC patients ([Table 5](#t5-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}).

Subgroup analysis based on study design showed that the potential beneficial association between statin use and survival in lung cancer patients can be observed in only observational studies but not in RCTs. One possible explanation was that these existing observational studies harbored some selective bias and confounding factors, which led to some differences in the results between observational studies and RCTs. Given their low selective bias and few confounding factors, RCTs were regarded as the gold standard for evaluating most treatments with the most scientifically sound method. Another possible explanation was that the present RCTs possessed the following limitations. First, the pooled HR involved only three RCTs, including two small-sample open-label RCTs of advanced NSCLC and one multi-center double-blind RCT of SCLC.[@b13-dddt-13-405],[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] The results were often unstable and were of low inspection efficiency because of the small size of studies and patients. Some real differences may not be discovered due to the low power of a small-sample study. Second, two open-label RCTs used simvastatin combined TKIs to treat the patients with advanced NSCLC after failure of platinum-based chemotherapy.[@b27-dddt-13-405],[@b32-dddt-13-405] Patients with advanced NSCLC had a relatively short survival time and received short-term statin use, which might affect the efficacy of statins. A cohort study showed that the patients who received postdiagnosis statins with ≥12 prescriptions had a significantly low risk of cancer-specific mortality (adjusted HR =0.81, 95% CI: 0.67--0.98) and all-cause mortality (adjusted HR =0.83, 95% CI: 0.70--0.97). However, this result was not observed in patients who received post-diagnosis statins with ≤11 prescriptions (cancer-specific mortality, adjusted HR =0.94, 95% CI: 0.81--1.09 and all-cause mortality, adjusted HR =0.95, 95% CI: 0.83--1.09).[@b12-dddt-13-405]

Five people evaluated the therapeutic value of statin use in patients with stage IV lung cancer. They found that combination with statins did not significantly benefit the overall survival of patients (HR =0.87, 95% CI: 0.75--1.03).[@b26-dddt-13-405] However, another cohort study suggested that the patients who received statins and TKIs had a longer progression-free survival and overall survival than the patients who received only TKIs.[@b22-dddt-13-405]

In addition, statins were related to a reduction of all-cause mortality (HR =0.58, 95% CI: 0.54--0.62).[@b22-dddt-13-405] The largest difference between the two aforementioned studies was that only patients with stage IV lung cancer were included in the first study.[@b22-dddt-13-405],[@b26-dddt-13-405] Therefore, a high-quality RCT must be conducted to evaluate the effect of TKIs and long-term statin use on early NSCLC. Finally, only one multi-center, double-blind RCT used pravastatin combined with first-line standard chemotherapy to treat SCLC.[@b13-dddt-13-405] Compared with chemotherapy alone, pravastatin and chemotherapy did not significantly prolong the progression-free survival and overall survival of patients with SCLC. This study has some limitations. Pravastatin, as a hydrophilic statin, exerted no beneficial effects on cancer prevention or cancer death as observed in a trial of patients with coronary artery disease.[@b36-dddt-13-405] In a cohort study of lung cancer, postdiagnosis pravastatin had no significant association with cancer-specific mortality (adjusted HR =1.23, 95% CI: 0.85--1.77).[@b12-dddt-13-405] Simvastatin, as a lipophilic statin, demonstrated more benefits than pravastatin for patients with lung cancer in vivo and vitro.[@b9-dddt-13-405],[@b12-dddt-13-405] Postdiagnosis simvastatin was associated with the reduction of cancer-specific mortality (adjusted HR =0.92, 95% CI: 0.86--0.97) and all-cause mortality (adjusted HR =0.92, 95% CI: 0.87--0.97).[@b12-dddt-13-405] A cohort study showed that lipophilic statins exerted greater beneficial effects on overall survival (HR =0.92, 95% CI: 0.88--0.96) and lung cancer survival (HR =0.91, 95% CI: 0.87--0.96) than hydrophilic statins.[@b26-dddt-13-405] In addition, we found that statin use seemingly brought about more benefit in overall survival for NSCLC (HR =0.78, 95% CI: 0.75--0.80) compared with SCLC (HR =1.03, 95% CI: 0.91--1.16). Therefore, additional high-quality RCTs are needed to evaluate the effect of simvastatin and chemotherapy for NSCLC patients.

In our study, statin use showed the benefit of mortality and overall survival for lung cancer, but no impact on progression-free survival. One hypothesis was that the benefit of statin use could be attributed to the role of statins' value on cardiocerebrovascular risk reduction. Patients with lung cancer usually have a large burden of COPD and cardiocerebrovascular disease owing to the shared risk factor of smoking. However, similar HR estimates of all-cause mortality were found in patients with lung cancer with or without comorbidities ([Figure S2](#SD2-dddt-13-405){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Meanwhile, statin use was confirmed to be associated with the risk reduction of cancer-specific mortality. Therefore, whether and why statins had no impact on progression-free survival remains to be further observed and studied in clinical practice.

Our results suggested that statins combined with chemotherapy and TKIs were associated with lower all-cause mortality and better overall survival of lung cancer patients compared with patients without statin use ([Tables 3](#t3-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6-dddt-13-405){ref-type="table"}). Already, statins have been found to affect lung cancer mortality and overall survival through multiple mechanisms. In in vitro studies, simvastatin was found to induce cell cycle arrest or potential apoptosis in lung cancer cells.[@b37-dddt-13-405],[@b38-dddt-13-405] Simvastatin could reverse resistance to TKIs therapy for NSCLC cell lines with T790M mutation by downregulating an AKT/β-catenin signaling-dependent pathway.[@b9-dddt-13-405] In in vivo studies, the combination of TKIs with statins showed better overall response rate and progression-free survival of patients with NSCLC harboring *KRAS* mutations compared with those without KRAS mutation.[@b10-dddt-13-405] The potential mechanism was that statins decreased the expression of the RAS protein, which resulted in the inhibition of the RAF/ERK and AKT pathways and overcame TKIs resistance. In addition, atorvastatin was confirmed to carboplatin resistance in human NCSLC through suppression of AKT activation and upregulation of TIMP-1.[@b8-dddt-13-405] Our meta-analysis had several strengths. To the best of our knowledge, this study was the most comprehensive meta-analysis assessing the relationship among lung cancer mortality, survival, and statin use, which included English original articles and meeting abstracts. Two meta-analyses only assessed that statins did not decrease the risk of developing lung cancer.[@b39-dddt-13-405],[@b40-dddt-13-405] Many previous papers investigated the relationship between statins and cancer.[@b15-dddt-13-405]--[@b18-dddt-13-405] However, most studies evaluated only the survival benefit or mortality of cancer patients who received statin treatment. We not only simultaneously assessed the effect of statin use on lung cancer mortality and survival but also evaluated the safety of statins and the overall response rate of statins for lung cancer. In addition, we performed many subgroup analyses to obtain detailed data about the relationship between statins and lung cancer. Meanwhile, the robustness of the results was confirmed through many methods, including heterogeneity test, subgroup analysis, and publication bias analysis.

Certainly, our meta-analysis had some potential limitations. First, most included studies were cohort studies, which were deemed to confer incoherent shortcomings. Second, the language of these included studies was limited to English, which likely leads to selection bias. Third, some main results had high heterogeneity and publication bias. Fourth, some patients simultaneously received prediagnosis and postdiagnosis statin treatment in some cohort studies. The authors did not assess the effect of postdiagnosis statins on the association between lung cancer mortality and prediagnosis statins.[@b12-dddt-13-405] Fifth, with only few included studies that did not perform adjustment for important risk factors, unadjusted factors relative to statins possibly affected the final results of individual studies. Sixth, only two studies provided the dose--response analyses.[@b12-dddt-13-405],[@b22-dddt-13-405] Therefore, the dose--response analysis should be interpreted with caution.

Conclusion
==========

This meta-analysis showed that statin use for lung cancer patients was potentially associated with the decreasing risk of mortality and the improvement of overall survival in observational studies, which was not supported by existing evidence from RCTs. Statin use did not significantly influence the progression-free survival and overall response rate of lung cancer patients. Statins were safe and did not increase the toxicity of chemotherapy and TKIs. Long-term use of statins, mainly including lipophilic statins, may potentially bring about the beneficial effect of mortality and overall survival for patients with early stage NSCLC. It is reasonable to believe that statins at least do not appear to be harmful and may be beneficial for NSCLC patients. Additional high-quality RCTs investigating the relationship between long-term statin use and survival from early stage NSCLC are warranted in the future.

Supplementary materials
=======================

###### 

Methodological quality of included randomized controlled trials.

###### 

Forest plot: overall meta-analysis of all-cause mortality between statin use and lung cancer with or without comorbidities.

**Abbreviation:** CAD, coronary artery disease.

###### 

Forest plot: overall meta-analysis of overall response rate between statin use and lung cancer.

**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; SCLC, small cell lung cancer.

###### 

Methodological quality of cohort study and case-control study using the Newcastle--Ottawa scale

  First author, year                             Selection   Comparability   Exposure/outcome   Total score
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------- --------------- ------------------ -------------
  Hung et al 2017[@b41-dddt-13-405]              4           2               3                  9
  Lee et al 2017[@b42-dddt-13-405]               3           2               3                  8
  Huang et al 2016[@b43-dddt-13-405]             3           2               2                  7
  Lin et al 2016[@b44-dddt-13-405]               2           2               2                  6
  Lohinai et al 2016[@b45-dddt-13-405]           2           1               2                  5
  Wang et al 2016[@b46-dddt-13-405]              3           2               2                  8
  Lam et al 2017[@b47-dddt-13-405]               4           2               3                  9
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b48-dddt-13-405] (pre)    4           2               3                  9
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b48-dddt-13-405] (post)   4           2               3                  9
  Maimon et al 2012[@b49-dddt-13-405]            2           2               2                  6
  Nielsen et al 2012[@b50-dddt-13-405]           4           2               3                  9
  Ramakrishna et al 2012[@b51-dddt-13-405]       2           0               2                  4
  Hanbali et al 2007[@b52-dddt-13-405]           2           2               2                  6
  Leighl 2005[@b53-dddt-13-405]                  2           0               2                  4
  Shepherd et al 2005[@b54-dddt-13-405]          2           0               2                  4

Dao-Kui Xia, Zhi-Gang Hu, and Yu-Feng Tian are co-first authors for this study.
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###### 

Forest plot: overall meta-analysis of mortality and survival between statin use and lung cancer.

**Notes:** (**A**) all-cause mortality; (**B**) cancer-specific mortality; (**C**) progression-free survival; and (**D**) overall survival. Weights are from random-effects analysis.

**Abbreviation:** Cc, case-control.
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![Funnel plot for publication bias of mortality and survival between statin use and lung cancer.\
**Note:** (**A**) all cause mortality (Egger's test =0.848 and Begg's test =0.548); (**B**) cancer-specific mortality (Egger's test =0.082 and Begg's test =0.035); (**C**) progression-free survival (Egger's test =0.431 and Begg's test =0.133); and (**D**) overall survival (Egger's test =0.425 and Begg's test =0.732).](dddt-13-405Fig3){#f3-dddt-13-405}

###### 

Characteristic of the included studies

  First author, year                         Country            Follow-up period   Study design                                No. of total patients   No. of lung cancer patients   Patient characteristics   Timing of statin use   Treatment for lung cancer                                                   Outcome                                                                Matched/adjusted
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Hung et al 2017[@b22-dddt-13-405]          China Taiwan       1997--2013         Cohort and propensity scores case-control   8,535                   8,535                         NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy and Radiotherapy TKIs                                          All-cause mortality, progression-free survival, and overall survival   Sex, age, urbanization, income, comor- bidities, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy, TKIs, TKIs response, and chemotherapy regimens before TKIs
  Lee et al 2017[@b23-dddt-13-405]           Korea              2007--2012         Cohort and propensity scores case-control   7,298                   7,298                         NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy                                                                Overall survival                                                       NA
  Seckl et al 2017[@b13-dddt-13-405]         UK                 2007--2012         RCT                                         846                     846                           SCLC                      Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy                                                                Progression-free survival and overall survival                         Age, sex, performance status, disease extent, ipsilateral supraclavicular fossae, ipsilateral pleural effusion, chemotherapy regimen, metastatic site
  Lee et al 2017[@b27-dddt-13-405]           Korea              2012--2015         RCT                                         68                      68                            NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         TKIs                                                                        Progression-free survival and all- cause mortality                     Age, sex, smoking, pathology, performance status, no of prior chemotherapy, EGFR mutation, EGFR FISH, EGFR IHC
  Lohinai et al 2016[@b24-dddt-13-405]       USA                2000--2013         Cohort                                      734                     734                           SCLC                      Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy/ radiotherapy                                                  Overall survival                                                       Age as a categorical variable (\<70 years vs 70 years), performance status (0--1 vs \>1), statin treatment, and radiotherapy
  Huang et al 2016[@b25-dddt-13-405]         China Taiwan       1998--2011         Propensity scores case-control              12,540                  12,540                        Lung cancer               Pre diagnosis          Chemotherapy, surgery, radiotherapy, TKIs, and untreated/ palliative care   All-cause mortality                                                    The year of hyperlipidemia diagnosis; year of receiving statin treatment; year of lung cancer diagnosis; age; sex; frequency of medical visits per year (5 years before lung cancer diagnosis); CCI score; comorbidities of COPD, CAD; and treatments (palliative care surgery, adjuvant therapy, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and systemic therapy)
  Lin et al 2016[@b26-dddt-13-405]           USA                2007--2009         Propensity scores case-control              5,118                   5,118                         Lung cancer               Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy and TKIs                                                       Overall survival and cancer-specific mortality                         Age, gender, race/ethnicity, marital status, and income quartile, comorbidities (hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, congestive heart failure, cerebrovascular disease, peripheral vascular disease, history of myocardial infarction), CCI score, and performance status
  Lam et al 2017[@b28-dddt-13-405]           USA                2000--2010         Cohort                                      273                     273                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy                                     Overall survival                                                       Age, stage, smoking history, performance status, CCI score, albumin, histology, surgery, chemotherapy regimen, and BMI
  Wang et al 2016[@b29-dddt-13-405]          USA                1993--1998         Cohort                                      17,285                  774                           Lung cancer               Post diagnosis         NA                                                                          Cancer-specific mortality                                              Age, race/ethnicity, education, smoking, body mass index, physical activity, family history of cancer, current health care provider, oral contraception use, prior estrogen plus progestin use, solar irradiance (latitude), prior coronary artery disease history, prior diabetes history
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b12-dddt-13-405]      Northern Ireland   1988--2009         Cohort and nested case- control             11,398                  11,398                        Lung cancer               Pre diagnosis          Chemotherapy, surgery and radiotherapy                                      Cancer-specific mortality and all- cause mortality                     Gender, age (in 5 years), and year of diagnosis (in 2 years) to five risk-set controls who lived at least as long after their lung cancer diagnosis
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b12-dddt-13-405]      Northern Ireland   1988--2009         Cohort and nested case- control             3,639                   3,639                         Lung cancer               Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy                                     Cancer-specific mortality and all- cause mortality                     Gender, age (in 5 years), and year of diagnosis (in 2 years) to five risk-set controls who lived at least as long after their lung cancer diagnosis
  Maimon et al 2012[@b30-dddt-13-405]        Israel             2005--2011         Cohort                                      107                     107                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         TKIs                                                                        Progression-free survival and overall survival                         Female gender, performance status, active smoking, anemia, adenocarcinoma histology type, EGFR mutation
  Nielsen et al 2012[@b11-dddt-13-405]       Danish             1995--2009         Cohort and nested case- control             295,925                 44,130                        Lung cancer               Pre diagnosis          NA                                                                          Cancer-specific mortality                                              Age at diagnosis, cancer staging (tumor size, spread to the lymphatic system, and distant metastasis), treatment with chemotherapy, treatment with radiotherapy, cardiovascular disease before cancer, diabetes mellitus before cancer, birth year, sex, descent, highest obtained level of education, and size of residential area
  Ramakrishna et al 2012[@b31-dddt-13-405]   USA                1998--2010         Propensity scores case-control              412                     412                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         Surgery                                                                     Overall survival                                                       NA
  Han et al 2011[@b32-dddt-13-405]           Korea              2006--2008         RCT                                         106                     106                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         TKIs                                                                        Progression-free survival and overall survival                         Age, sex, ECOG performance status, chemotherapy, smoking status, histology, EGFR mutation
  Hanbali et al 2007[@b33-dddt-13-405]       USA                1995--2002         Cohort                                      1,205                   1,205                         NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         NA                                                                          Overall survival                                                       Age, stage, comorbids, other cancers, anticancer therapies, performance status, and serum albumin
  Leighl et al 2015[@b34-dddt-13-405]        Canada             2000--2002         Cohort                                      774                     774                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         Chemotherapy                                                                Progression-free survival and overall survival                         NA
  Shepherd et al 2005[@b35-dddt-13-405]      Canada             2001--2003         Cohort                                      731                     488                           NSCLC                     Post diagnosis         TKIs                                                                        Progression-free survival and overall survival                         NA

**Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index; CAD, coronary artery disease; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; NA, not available; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; TKIs, tyrosine kinase inhibitors.

###### 

Clinical outcome of the included studies

  First author, year                             Study design                     Outcome                     HR (95% CI)         *P*-value
  ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------- -----------
  Lam et al 2017[@b28-dddt-13-405]               Cohort                           Overall survival            0.60 (0.41--0.89)   0.011
  Wang et al 2016[@b29-dddt-13-405]              Cohort                           Cancer-specific mortality   1.17 (0.97--1.40)   NA
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b12-dddt-13-405] (pre)    Cohort                           Cancer-specific mortality   0.88 (0.83--0.93)   \<0.001
                                                                                  All-cause mortality         0.89 (0.85--0.94)   \<0.001
  Cardwell et al 2015[@b12-dddt-13-405] (post)   Cohort                           Cancer-specific mortality   0.89 (0.78--1.02)   0.09
                                                                                  All-cause mortality         0.91 (0.80--1.02)   0.1
                                                 Nested case-control              Cancer-specific mortality   0.92 (0.79--1.07)   0.27
  Lee et al 2017[@b27-dddt-13-405]               RCT                              Progression-free survival   1.38 (0.84--2.29)   0.898
                                                                                  All-cause mortality         1.03 (0.58--1.80)   0.466
  Han et al 2011[@b32-dddt-13-405]               RCT                              Progression-free survival   0.89 (0.60--1.32)   0.491
                                                                                  Overall survival            0.88 (0.57--1.35)   0.491
  Seckl et al 2017[@b13-dddt-13-405]             RCT                              Progression-free survival   0.98 (0.85--1.13)   0.81
                                                                                  Overall survival            1.01 (0.88--1.16)   0.9
  Lin et al 2016[@b26-dddt-13-405]               Propensity scores case-control   Overall survival            0.77 (0.72--0.83)   NA
                                                 Cohort                           Overall survival            0.77 (0.72--0.83)   NA
  Huang et al 2016[@b25-dddt-13-405]             Propensity scores case-control   All-cause mortality         0.91 (0.86--0.96)   \<0.01
  Lohinai et al 2016[@b24-dddt-13-405]           Cohort                           Overall survival            1.09 (0.85--1.41)   0.483
  Hung et al 2017[@b22-dddt-13-405]              Cohort                           All-cause mortality         0.58 (0.54--0.62)   \<0.001
                                                                                  Progression-free survival   NA                  \<0.001
                                                                                  Overall survival            NA                  \<0.001
                                                 Propensity scores case-control   All-cause mortality         0.61 (0.57--0.65)   \<0.001
  Leighl et al 2015[@b34-dddt-13-405]            Cohort                           Progression-free survival   1.02 (0.72--1.45)   0.9
                                                                                  Overall survival            0.95 (0.44--1.07)   0.75
  Maimon et al 2012[@b30-dddt-13-405]            Cohort                           Progression-free survival   0.44 (0.22--0.88)   0.02
                                                                                  Overall survival            0.63 (0.36--1.09)   0.01
  Hanbali et al 2007[@b33-dddt-13-405]           Cohort                           Overall survival            NA                  0.0001
                                                                                  All-cause mortality         0.74 (0.59--0.95)   0.017
  Lee et al 2017[@b23-dddt-13-405]               Cohort                           Overall survival            0.80 (0.74--0.86)   \<0.001
                                                 Propensity scores case-control   Overall survival            0.83 (0.73--0.95)   0.007
  Ramakrishna et al 2012[@b31-dddt-13-405]       Cohort                           Overall survival            0.66 (0.45--0.96)   0.03
  Shepherd et al 2005[@b35-dddt-13-405]          Cohort                           Progression-free survival   0.72 (0.42--1.23)   0.2
                                                                                  Overall survival            0.82 (0.51--1.34)   0.43
  Nielsen et al 2012[@b11-dddt-13-405]           Cohort                           Cancer-specific mortality   0.87 (0.83--0.93)   \<0.001
                                                 Nested case-control              Cancer-specific mortality   0.83 (0.79--0.88)   \<0.001

**Abbreviations:** NA, not available; RCT, randomized controlled trial.

###### 

HR estimates of all-cause mortality between statins and lung cancer

                         No. of reports   Pooled HR (95% CI)   *I*^2^ (%)   *P* for heterogeneity
  ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------ -----------------------
  Overall estimation     7                0.77 (0.65--0.93)    96.80        \<0.001
  Subgroup analysis                                                         
  Study design                                                              
   Cohort                4                0.77 (0.59--0.99)    97.10        \<0.001
   Case control          2                0.75 (0.50--1.10)    98.80        \<0.001
   RCT                   1                1.03 (0.58--1.81)                 
  Timing of statin use                                                      
   Postdiagnosis         5                0.71 (0.59--0.85)    91.30        \<0.001
   Prediagnosis          2                0.90 (0.87--0.93)    0            0.559
  Combined treatment                                                        
   TKIs                  3                0.60 (0.55--0.66)    74.30        0.048
   Chemotherapy          3                0.63 (0.57--0.71)    31.20        0.234

**Abbreviations:** RCT, randomized controlled trial; TKIs, tyrosine kinase inhibitors.

###### 

HR estimates of cancer-specific mortality between statins and lung cancer

                         No. of reports   Pooled HR (95% CI)   *I*^2^ (%)   *P* for heterogeneity
  ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------ -----------------------
  Overall estimation     6                0.89 (0.84--0.94)    63.60        \<0.001
  Subgroup analysis                                                         
  Study design                                                              
   Cohort                4                0.91 (0.84--0.99)    67.60        0.026
   Case control          2                0.85 (0.78--0.93)    36.30        0.21
  Timing of statin use                                                      
   Prediagnosis          3                0.71 (0.59--0.85)    91.30        \<0.001
   Postdiagnosis         3                0.90 (0.87--0.93)    0            0.559

###### 

HR estimates of progression-free survival between statins and lung cancer

                       No. of reports   Pooled HR (95% CI)   *I*^2^ (%)   *P* for heterogeneity
  -------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------ -----------------------
  Overall estimation   6                0.93 (0.76--1.13)    39.90        0.14
  Subgroup analysis                                                       
  Study design                                                            
   Cohort              3                0.74 (0.47--1.17)    58.50        0.29
   RCT                 3                0.99 (0.87--1.13)    0            0.37
  Cancer type                                                             
   NSCLC               5                0.88 (0.65--1.19)    50.10        0.093
   SCLC                1                0.98 (0.85--1.13)                 
  Combined treatment                                                      
   TKIs                3                0.85 (0.49--1.49)    70.90        0.032
   Chemotherapy        2                0.99 (0.86--1.12)    0.00         0.836

**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; TKIs, tyrosine kinase inhibitors.

###### 

HR estimates of overall survival between statins and lung cancer

                       No. of reports   Pooled HR (95% CI)   *I*^2^ (%)   *P* for heterogeneity
  -------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------ -----------------------
  Overall estimation   12               0.82 (0.76--0.88)    57.00        0.007
  Study design                                                            
   Cohort              8                0.79 (0.73--0.86)    40.70        0.107
   Case control        2                0.78 (0.74--0.83)    0.00         0.326
   RCT                 2                1.0 (0.87--1.14)     0            0.055
  Cancer type                                                             
   NSCLC               10               0.78 (0.75--0.80)    0.00         0.753
   SCLC                2                1.03 (0.91--1.16)    0.00         0.604
  Combined treatment                                                      
   TKIs                4                0.86 (0.76--0.98)    74.30        0.716
   Chemotherapy        5                0.86 (0.81--0.91)    54.60        0.061

**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; TKIs, tyrosine kinase inhibitors.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work
